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Astronomy #3 - Study 
Guide 

  The Solar System 
 

1) What is our solar system made up of? 

2) The center object in our solar system is the _________.  All the other 

objects  

     in the solar system ___________ around it. 

3) Using the clue sentence name the planets in order. 

 

 

 

4) Now, label this diagram of the solar system. 



 
5-9) Complete this table explaining the Inner and Outer Planets. 

5) Inner Planets: 
1- 
2- 
3- 
4- 

6) Outer Planet 
1- 
2- 
3- 
4- 

7) 
Also called the ___________ planets 
_____________ (larger / smaller) in size 
________ (few / lots of) moons 
_____________ (no solid / rocky) surface 
________ (can have / no) rings 
___________ (clase to / far from) the Sun 
___________ (clase to / far from) each 
other 

8) 
Also called the ________ ___________  
_____________ (larger / smaller) in size 
________ (few / lots of) moons 
_____________ (no solid / rocky) surface 
________ (can have / no) rings 
___________ (clase to / far from) the Sun 
___________ (clase to / far from) each 
other 

9) What characteristics are used to classify the planets into these 2 
groups? 
 



 

 

10) Which planet is considered Earth’s twin?  Explain why. 

 
Use this image to help explain some behaviors of comets.  

 

11) What are 2 things that are special about the tail? 

 

12) What is special about the orbit? 

 

13-14) What is special about the speed of the orbit?  What LAW explains this? 

 

15-19) Place the descriptions in the correct columns  
 

 Descriptions Planet Asteroid Comet 
15 dirty snowballs    

small rocky bodies orbiting the Sun    

large bodies orbiting the Sun    

16 found in orbiting between Mars and Jupiter    

have extreme elliptical orbits    

have slight elliptical orbits    

17 orbit in a disk with many others like it    

have tails    



Get really close to the sun and then really 
far from the sun 

   

18 
can be 
in 
more 
than 
one 
column 

Rotate while they revolve    

Can have moons    

orbit in the same plane as the planets    

19 orbit perpendicular to the planets    

can enter Earth’s atmosphere and become a 
‘shooting star’ 

   

can have rings    

 
 
20) Label a, b, c, and d in the image below. 

 
 

 

Use the Solar System Data Chart to answer the questions below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

21) The unit this chart uses to measures the average distance from the Sun is  

      the ____________________.  Another unit scientists often use is the  

      _______________ ________ which is the distance from 

____________________  

     ___________________________________________________________________ .  

22) What unit is being used to compare the mass of the planets? 

 

23) Rank the 8 planets from the the LARGEST to the SMALLEST mass. 

      _______, _______, _______, _______, _______, _______, _______, ________  

24) The planets with the smallest masses are _____________(inner / outer) 

planets. 

25) What object has the 99.86% of the mass of the solar system? 

26) Rank the 8 planets from the SMALLEST density to the GREATEST density. 

      _______, _______, _______, _______, _______, _______, _______, ________  

27) The planets with the largest densities are _____________(inner / outer) 

planets. 

28) The planet with the smallest period of revolution is _____________, and 

the  

      planet with the largest period of revolution is __________________, this  

      makes sense because 

________________________________________________  

 

____________________________________________________________________. 


